Hi,

I have start writing Redmine::API in Perl. And I want to be able to create timelog. It is working find but I need an activity_id.

The "9" mean development... But if the use create / delete, this id should no be available.

Could you provide this thought the REST API ? It will prevent the need of knowing the id before start using the API.

History

#1 - 2012-07-20 11:00 - celogeek san

I'm on 2.0.3 version.

#2 - 2012-07-24 00:08 - Ruediger Schobbert

I wrote a little webapp which can serve the custom_fields and enumerations as a separate webapp. If you're interested the project is here:
https://github.com/rschobbert/redmine-miss-api

#3 - 2012-07-24 10:22 - celogeek san

Oh thanks. Java ...

How is it possible that Redmine doesn't provide this 2 features in their REST::API ? It is difficult to build extension on browser without that.

#4 - 2012-07-24 22:29 - Ruediger Schobbert

Just found issue #7819 in the Roadmap under "Candidate for next major release". It seems the problem is known to the core redmine team...

#5 - 2012-10-22 13:57 - Kevin Saliou

+1 for getting this feature in!
Activities and Roles listing are missing from the REST API.